MetLife Stadium is seeking friendly, sports enthusiasts who would like to join our team as Part Time Tour Guides to conduct tours throughout MetLife Stadium. The ideal candidate must be comfortable speaking in public to large groups and have experience in a "customer facing" environment.

_The primary responsibilities include:_ conducting tours to individuals and groups, provide promotional items to guests for tours and birthday bashes, perform additional duties and assist with projects as needed.

_Qualifications and Experience required:_ A history of demonstrated customer service, strong verbal and interpersonal skills, knowledge of football history preferred and the ability to work a flexible schedule; especially weekdays, and weekends as needed.

_Physical Requirements include but not limited to:_

- Walking, standing and climbing stairs as needed
- Must be able to work in an outside environment when required
- The noise level is usually moderate, however, during events the noise level may be loud.

The ideal candidate will be outgoing, and have a fan-friendly attitude along with a professional appearance at all times.

Email your resume and cover letter to Donna at dhazelgreen@metlifestadium.com.